award
A COMPREHENSIVE DIGITAL CREDENTIALS PLATFORM TO SUPPORT:

Issue Digital Diplomas & Certificates

Parchment Award lets administrators issue digital diplomas or certificates to their recipients, who can claim and share
them with verified links to employers and on social media. With a deep history of handling digital student records,
Parchment understands the complexity, security and trust that is required to provide digital certificates and diplomas the
right way.

YOUR BRAND

Let your graduates be
your biggest promoters.

PORTABLE

Easily shareable on
social media and with
employers. Track social
shares to see your reach.

VERIFIED

A secure way to share
electronically.

A Simple Process for Administrators and Learners
ISSUE

++ Design your digital
certificate or diploma
++ Upload a roster of
recipients
++ Review digital credentials
++ Issue digital credential or
schedule for a later date

www.parchment.com

SHARE

++ Email or text sent to your
recipients
++ Students create an account to
claim their credential
++ Then share their verified
achievement on Facebook,
LinkedIn, or through a secure
link

TRACK

++ View claim rates
++ View which social channels
have been used by
recipients
++ Reissue prompt to claim &
share.
Turn Credentials into Opportunities

award
Fast. Shareable. Verifiable.

Provide your graduates the format they prefer and a single place to
manage all of their academic credentials.
GO DIGITAL!

It’s a digital world, and the portability of a digital certificate or
diploma gives graduates a secure and verifiable way to share
their success.

A SINGLE STUDENT EXPERIENCE

With the Credential Profile, students can collect, order and share
their digital diplomas and certificates along side their transcripts.
A seamless experience for working with the credentials they
earn is a benefit your graduates deserve.

INCREASING MARKETABILITY

Help students promote themselves on with employers on LinkedIn.

said digital credentials boost
71% oftheirstudents
marketability
2015 study of 550 recent graduates

“This is so much better than just
having people look at your diploma
on a wall of your house. This way
hundreds of people can see our
diploma vs a handful.”
Parchment Award is part of the comprehensive
digital credentials management platform designed
help you turn credentials into opportunities.
Learn More: www.parchment.com

